JULY 2019 NON-FICTION & GRAPHIC NOVELS

Dinosaur! : dinosaurs and other amazing prehistoric creatures as you’ve never seen them before
Call # JUV 567.9 WOO Woodward, John
Profiles a range of dinosaur and prehistoric animal species from the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous
Eras, featuring such animals as allosaurus, diplodocus, and mosasaurus.

Dragons never die
Call # JUV 741.5 MIN Stevens, Cara J.
When Uma shows up at Pixel’s house over summer break, it’s not just for a friendly visit. It’s to bring
chilling news of the Ender Dragon’s death. Never before has their world suffered such a great loss. Uma
now holds the one item that the Ender Dragon left behind and both girls must protect it with their lives.

Finding Bigfoot: Everything you need to know
Call # JUV 001.9 FIN Brockenbrough, Martha
Presents information about Bigfoot, covering details about sightings and evidence for the existence of
the controversial animal, as well viewpoints of skeptics and scientists on the subject.

The Isle of the Lost: the graphic novel
Call # JUV 741.5 DES Venditti, Robert
Imprisoned on the Isle of the Lost, the teenaged children of Disney's most evil villains search for a
dragon's eye--the key to true darkness and the villains' only hope of escape.

Kim Possible adventures
Call # JUV 741.5 KIM
Teen super-spy Kim Possible, along with her best friend and sidekick Ron Stoppable, save the world from
such evildoers as Doctor Drakken, Shego, and Duff Killigan.

The legend of Zelda. Twilight Princess. Vol. 5
Call # JUV 741.5 LEG Himekawa, Akira
Midna has been Link’s traveling companion and ally since the start of their journey, but will her ultimate
goal of saving the Twilight Realm drive her away from Link? Link’s own quest to save Hyrule leads him to
seek the advice of Princess Zelda—and learn that to defeat the ultimate evil plaguing the world they will
need a particular weapon: the Master Sword!

LEGO star wars: visual dictionary
Call # JUV 688.7 STA Beecroft, Simon
A visual guide to the minifigures, vehicles, and sets from the entire Lego Star Wars saga. Learn how the
sets are created in the Beyond the Brick chapter, which features concept art and an interview with the
LEGO Star Wars creative team. New Edition has been fully updated and expanded to cover the latest
Lego Star Wars sets.

Looking for Bigfoot
Call # JUV BLACK 001.944 BIG Worth, Bonnie
Over two thousand sightings of wild ape-men have been reported in America. Does Bigfoot really exist?
Or is it just a myth?

Pokemon adventures. Volume 9, Gold & Silver
Call # JUV 741.5 POK Kusaka, Hidenori
Gold is still trying to track down Silver when he uncovers a far bigger threat. Can these two trainers put
aside their differences to fight a common enemy? Keep an eye on Team Rocket, Gold and Silver. ... Will
they be the toughest opponents yet?

Pokemon adventures. Volume 2
Call # JUV 741.5 POK Kusaka, Hidenori
Red begins his mission to catch and train all of the world's Pokemon, which are not inside his video
games but actually exist in the real world, and goes on adventures with Pikachu, Bulbasaur, and others.

Ripley’s believe it or not! : enter if you dare!
Call # JUV 031.02 RIP Tibballs, Geoff
A collection of bizarre facts, stories, and photographs featuring strange creatures, places, sports, body
oddities, foods, artwork, feats, and adventures around the world.

Saint Seiya, Saintia Sho
Call # JUV 741.5 SAI Kurumada, Masami
In Siberia, the Swan Knight Hyoga receives orders from Sanctuary in Greece to kill the Knights of the
Zodiac who have betrayed their oath not to use their powers for personal gain. After witnessing a match
between Pegasus and Dragon at the Galaxian Wars, though, he begins to think that these knights may
be fighting for something other than personal gain.

Wings of fire. Book one, the dragonet prophecy: the graphic novel
Call # JUV 741.5 WIN Sutherland, Tui
Not every dragonet wants a destiny-- Clay has grown up under the mountain, chosen along with four
other dragonets to fulfill a mysterious prophecy and end the war between the dragon tribes of Pyrrhia.

